
Program Style
Comp 21000

Abstract
This document describes how programs should be organized and commented. All pro-

grams in this course must follow the guidelines provided here.

1 Design
Even if your program generates the right output, your overall algorithm, structure, organization,
etc, must also be good to get full credit. You should always use the functional design methodology
taught in class. When your program is complete, the result of this process should be evident with
a set of functions (perhaps in separate files), each doing a well-defined task. The main function
should not, in general, contain low level details.

2 Code Structure
Your source must follow the conventional indentation rules of the language you use. Some editors
have commands to auto-indent code; make sure to learn and use these commands. You should use
spacing and indention to make your program look elegant and readable. Would you rather read
a hand-written, sloppy, cursive 300 page novel or a professionally edited and typeset 300 page
novel? You should think about your program in the same way.

You should try not to create lines than are longer that 80 characters. There are usually many
sensible ways to break a long line into multiple short ones. For example, if you have

if (letters[ i ] == ’a’ || letters[ i ] == ’e’ || ...) vowels++;

then you can break it into

if (letters[ i ] == ’a’ || letters[ i ] == ’e’ || ... )
vowels++;

3 function Comments
Every function (or method) must have a ”header” comment with information about parameters,
return values, and any global constants used. If the language provides JavaDoc, docStrings or
similar automatic commenting mechanisms (like Java and Python do) you must use those.
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Every method or function must have a header comment that includes

1. all parameters and

2. return value (even if there is none) and

3. describe which properties (parameters, variables) are modified and how

4. list which global constants are used

5. must describe the purpose of the method or function

6. preconditions and postconditaions

An example of a proper function comment would be:

/*******************************************************************************
function insertBefore

purpose - insert a node before the node that is passed in

parameters -
int day - the day before which a new node should be entered
int newDay - the value that should be passed into the day property of the new node
node * list - pointer to the head of the linked list

return value - none
properties modified- the linked list is modified
precondition -
day >-1
list is not NULL

******************************************************************************/

4 file comments
Every separate file (.cpp, .h, .java, .py) must have a comment at the beginning of the file that
provides :

• your name and your partner’s name (if this is team project),

• date last modified, .

• a brief description of the purpose of the program (in plain English) including inputs and
results

• an algorithm for the program

Each method/function should have its own specific comment (see above).
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5 variable comments
Every variable should have a comment describing it’s use. This should be done when the variable
is declared (for typed languages) or when it is first used (for untyped languages). You should also
justify the initial value of the variable.

6 general comments
You must use comments to describe your code. This does not mean that every line has to be
commented, but any code that is not immediately obvious should be commented. Sometimes this
is best done with comments for every line and sometimes it’s better to use a block comment before
a series of lines. These comments should include the following ideas:

• why/how a variable is being modifies

• algorithms for complicated code

• why loops end as they do

• the reasoning behind selection statements

• etc.

7 Constants
Your programs should never be hard-coded to specific numbers. You should always use program
constants to make your programs reconfigurable. Constants may be global.

8 Global Variables
Global variables are not allowed. You may use global constants. In a class, instance variables are
considered global to the class; this is obviously allowed.

9 Names
You should use variable names that indicate what they are used for but you should not make them
excessively long (e.g. as long as a sentence). Single word names are usually sufficient. When
using multiple words, concatenate them and use an upper case initial letter for all but the first word
(camel-case) as in

resourceCounter;
endOfFile;

When defining new classes or functions/methods, pick names that indicate what they will be
used for, without making them excessively long. By convention, these should be camel-case with
an upper case initial letter: MyNewFunction or MyNewClass
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